
A FUN-FILLED SCIENCE EVENT- PSBB KKN

‘Scignite’ a science event was conducted on the Zoom platform by the students of XII std. as

part of Science Day celebrations on 10th of February 2022. This event was an initiative of

PSBB KK Nagar to promote and recognise budding scientists and provide a platform to

showcase their talent.

The event consisted of three rounds namely: ‘Pick and Speak’, ‘Physics in Toys’ and

‘Imagine-Inspect-Infer’. In the first round, the participants had to select an object and

discuss the Physics, Chemistry and Biology aspects of it. P.Harini of 12 E1 and S.Rohini of 12

E2 were the participants in this round and they selected the objects ‘bubble-wrap’ and

‘matchstick’ respectively. Both of them explained the scientific concepts in the objects in a

very informative and crisp manner. In the second round, the participants had to explain the

physics behind the given toy. Tarun of 12 E1 explained the physics behind the toy ‘Drinking

bird’ incorporating a lot of humour in his speech. Sharadha of 12 E1 was the next participant

and she explained eloquently the physics concepts in the toy given to her - ‘Hula hoops.’ The

third round was ‘Imagine-Inspect-Infer’ and in this round, the video of an experiment being

done was played and then Shyam of 12 E2 asked a variety of questions covering various

aspects of the experiment to the participant Madhumitha of 12 E1. She gave very confident

answers to all the questions, explaining the concepts to perfection.

All the three rounds were extremely entertaining and informative. Mrs.Geetha

Govindarajan, Principal, PSBBKKN, was very appreciative of the performance and

congratulated all the participants and the Science department. She said that she was very

proud of the prowess shown by the students in science and also advised the students to

nurture their curiosity and to never stop asking questions. It was indeed a day of

edutainment for the students.




